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Meeting Minutes 
Board Meeting 

Thursday 9 June 2022 at 10.00am, This was a Hybrid meeting which took place via 
Microsoft Teams & in person at Wallace Suite, Leving House, Livingston 

 

 
Present  
in-person: 

Bob McDougall (Chair) 
Chris Baird  
Douglas Taylor 
Frances Wood 
Jean Hamilton 
Jill Pritchard (Vice-Chair) 
Rachael Docking 
 

In attendance:    Lorna Cameron 
Gordon Binnie 
Greg Schneider* 
Christina Johnston* 
Sharon Brady-Wardrope* 
Samantha Buggy* 
Michelle Allen-Proust 
(Minutes) 

Present  
online: 

Bob Hartness 
Ian Harrington 
 

  

Apologies: Beverley Graham 
Gina Colley 
Grant Carson (Leave of 
Absence) 
Jane Petty 
 

Guests: Shelagh Halford** 
Ryan Barclay* 
 

* Not present for items 1 – 3 inclusive  
**Only present for item 17 

 

  

1.0 Welcome & Apologies 
 

Bob McDougall welcomed everyone to the meeting.  Apologies were noted from Beverley 
Graham, Gina Colley and Jane Petty. 

Bob advised the Board that Bob Hartness had notified him of his intention to retire from the 
Board of Management for personal reasons. Today’s meeting would be his last Board 
meeting. Bob had previously resigned from the Audit Committee and attended his final 
meeting in May. The Board agreed to send Bob a card and gift in recognition of his 
contribution and sterling efforts to support Horizon over the years. 
 
It was noted that Ian Harrington had agreed to join the Audit Committee effective from June, 
maintaining full membership of the Committee.  
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As Item 3 – Office Bearers Updates - considered to be a confidential item of business. Staff 
and guests would attend from Item 4 onwards.  The only staff members present for Items 1 
to 3 (inclusive) were Lorna Cameron, Gordon Binnie and Michelle Allen-Proust (Minutes). 

 

2.0 Declaration of Interest 

 

Jill Pritchard declared her membership of the Link Group Board, which she attends as 
Horizon’s representative.  She further declared her membership of the C~Urb Board of 
Management.  

Jean Hamilton declared her membership of the Link Group Engagement Committee, which 
she attends as Horizon’s representative. 
 

3.0 Office Bearers Reports (verbal updates) 
 

The following Board members provided verbal updates from various Boards, Committees and 
workstreams, on which they either represent Horizon. 

Jill Pritchard provided a brief update from Link Group Board (LGB) and C~Urb: 

• Ross Martin will step down as Chair of LGB in September.  Following a successful 

recruitment campaign, a new Chairperson will be appointed at the AGM. 

Jean Hamilton provided an update from the Link Group Engagement Committee (LGEC): 

• Focus on Groupwide activities - alignment across all partners. Discussed a wish list of 

activities for the Committee, including Risk Register; Asset Management; Treasury and 

borrowing; Harmonisation of staff terms and conditions; Procurement for better 

efficiency and cost benefits; Centralisation of governance; Groupwide Learning & 

Development opportunities. 

• Two areas that will receive a detailed focus are: Staff terms and conditions and Rent 

Review and Rises. 

The Board discussed the complex and resource intensive nature of a review of staff terms 
and conditions, while recognizing the need for greater harmonisation in this area and 
appreciating the recruitment challenges that other business areas within Link have recently 
encountered. 
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It was highlighted by the Board that it will be vital to ensure that work is undertaken on 
embedding the current Intra-Group Agreements between Link and partners, to ensure clarity 
on each parties roles/responsibilities and levels of autonomy partners will have. 
 
Chris Baird provided an update from the Sustainability Governance Group (SGG): 

• Terms of Reference and meeting schedule for the group were reviewed, with quarterly 

meetings from August 2022. 

• Six members with representatives from across the Link Group - chaired by Graeme 

Bruce. 

• There was a review of the objectives for 2022-23. 

• Confirmed that the Sustainability Strategy does not sit alone and is through all 

business and workstreams across Link. Vital that sustainability in all its forms is 

embedded in the organization.  Graeme Bruce to attend all partner Boards in coming 

months. 

Members were keen for a greater emphasis on accessible housing as an issue/objective 
within the Sustainability Strategy, and the Board welcome the opportunity to continue 
discussions on and influencing of the development of the strategy during its implementation.  
Graeme Bruce has been invited to attend the Horizon Board meeting in August. 
 
Lorna Cameron provided a CEO update: 

• The draft Housing Strategy will be presented to the Board in August. The outcomes 

have been agreed and the engagement strategy is in development. Lorna is leading on 

sustainability (tenant, properties, environmental) 

• Organistional Change (Horizon) – Lorna confirmed that the process has now concluded 

and that the new structure comes into effect from Monday.  Both staff members 

whose roles were being removed from the structure as part of the change have 

secured new posts, one individual will move into the new Business development and 

Improvement Manager post, and the other is moving on to a new role within the Link 

group. 

The Board noted the updates provided. 

[This concluded the confidential business and staff and guests were invited to join the 
meeting.  Staff members, Greg Schneider, Sharon Brady-Wardrope, Christina Johnston, 
Samantha Buggy, and guest Ryan Barclay, joined the meeting.] 
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4.0 Minutes of Previous Meeting (14/04/2022) 
 

The Minutes of the previous meeting, held on 14 April 2022, were approved as an accurate 
record of the meeting. 
 
Proposed: Douglas Taylor 
Seconded: Rachael Docking 

5.0 Matters Arising 
 

In reference to Item 1 on the action register - an ongoing action relating to the development 
of partnership working between Horizon and Link - Lorna confirmed that she has been in 
discussions with Jon Turner about opportunities for partnership working and related projects.  
An update report would be provided to the Board in August. 

6.0 Cost of Living Challenge 
 

This report summarised the issues affecting tenants due to the current economic situation 
and advised the Board of the range of actions the housing team are putting in place to 
support tenants to manage increased costs of living and fuel poverty. 

It was noted that the cost-of-living crisis was not currently impacting rent arrears, partly due 
to the proactive approach taken by staff to identify and support tenants at risk of financial 
hardship. 

The Board considered the information on the various funding routes available to help tenants 
and were advised that so far all tenants needing financial support had received it. It was 
noted though, that many external funds had strict criteria, limited frequency to application 
and limited availability.  

The Board were supportive of increasing the budget for Horizon’s own hardship fund, and a 
report would be provided in August that would focus on identifying gaps in current funding - 
both internal and external to Horizon, consider the future risk to rental income, how Horizon 
might further reduce negative impacts on tenants and income, and the specific budgetary 
requirements to enhance Horizon’s own hardship funds.   

Board members confirmed their satisfaction with responses provided by staff to questions 
asked in advance of the meeting, a record of these being held on Decision Time. 
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The Board found the case studies provided with the report very useful. Cases showed some 
individuals and families facing real financial hardship, despite being in work. The Board 
remained committed to ensuring that staff in Horizon are provided the resources and 
discretionary authority to assist those in need as far as practically possible. 
 
Decision: The Board noted the information provided within the report, thanking staff for all 
efforts that have been made this far to support Horizon’s tenants, and requested that an 
updated report be presented for consideration in August. 

7.0 Annual Return on the Charter (ARC) Homologation 
 

The Board were presented with the Annual Return on the Charter (ARC), for noting.  
Following approval by the Audit Committee on 11 May 2022 – under delegated authority 
from the Board – the ARC was submitted to the Scottish Housing Regulator. 

Decision: The Board noted the return and homologated the approval of the submission. 
 

8.0 SHR 5-Year Financial Projections - Homologation 

 

The Board reviewed and homologated the Scottish Housing Regulator’s (SHR) Five-Year 
Financial Projection Return, following approval by the Audit Committee in May under their 
delegated authority. Following the Audit Committee, the return had been updated with 
minor amendments before submission on 17 May 2022. The 2021/22 accounts are still 
subject to auditors’ approval before being finalised, so it was noted that the return reflects 
an estimated out-turn for 2021/22 and the Horizon Budget for the five years from 2022 to 
2027. 

Decision: The Board homologated the approval of the submission of the 5-year Financial 
Projections to the SHR. 

9.0 SHR Loan Portfolio Return 
 

Decision: The Board reviewed and approved the Draft Loan Portfolio Return for submission 
to the Scottish Housing Regulator. 

10.0 Policy Review - Recharges Policy & Void Policy 
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This board considered a report on the pending reviews of the Tenant Recharge Policy and the 
Void Policy. 

The Board requested that a list of all policies, the delegated authorities, and their review 
dates be added to Decision Time resource library, for information. 

Decision: The Board approved the extension of the current policies until November 2022 to 
allow joint working on group wide polices and further time to carry out consultation with 
tenants over the summer months. The Board asked for policy review dates to be added to the 
Decision Time resources section. 
 

11.0 Interim Management Accounts for Q4 
 

The Board considered the draft Management Accounts for the period 1 April 2021 to 31 
March 2022, provided for budgetary monitoring and control. 

During discussions further clarification was provided on the pension revaluation, its impact 
on the accounts for 2021/22, and the implications for the budget for 2022/23. It was 
confirmed from Sept 2022 SHAPS pension deficit payments would no longer be required, 
resulting in a projected saving in the final 6 months of the upcoming financial year. 
 
Bob McDougall, who represents Horizon on the SHAPS Employers Committee, provided some 
information on deliberations at SHAPS about deficit payments.  It was noted that, even 
though the deficit is currently in a positive position, this will be subject to change, and that 
financially challenging times lie ahead. A cautious approach would be taken when considering 
future spend of any associated savings in this or future years budgets. 

Decision: The Board is approved the Draft Management Accounts for the period 1 April 2021 
to 31 March 2022 which were recommended by the Audit Sub-Committee. 

12.0 Consolidated Declarations of Interests Report 
 

The Board noted the annual return of declarations of interests from the Board and senior 
staff members of the Association.  These were confirmed as an accurate record, and no 
matters were identified as being in breach of the Entitlements, Payments and Benefits Policy. 
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13.0 Risk Register Review 
 

This report provided the Board with a summary of the adjustments made to the 2022/23 Risk 
Register in preparation for moving over to the Decision Time Risk Module and recommended 
further changes to the 2022/23 Risk Register following the Audit Committee’s review of the 
register in May. 
 
Once the Decision Time platform for the Risk Register had been fully updated, a 
demonstration of the facility and functionality would be arranged for Board members. 
 
Work would continue to streamline the number of risks within the register and to clarify the 
roles and responsibilities of Risk ‘owners’ and ‘controllers’ especially in relation to those risks 
that are owned/controlled by Link but require monitor, action and potentially some degree of 
liability for Horizon.  

Board member, Ian Harrington and Lorna had met to discuss the Register, which will be 
further updated.   

Board members confirmed there were satisfied with the responses provided by staff to 
questions asked on the report prior to the meeting, a record of these being held on Decision 
Time. 

Decision: The Board noted the summary of changes required to prepare the Risk Register for 
Decision Time.  The Board approved the changes to the Risk Register as detailed in this paper 
and Appendix 1, and work would continue to streamline the number of risks and clarify the 
role and responsibilities of Horizon in regard to those risks where ‘ownership’ sits with Link 
Group. 
 

14.0 Loan Covenant Compliance Q4 
 

The Board reviewed a report on progress made in compliance with loan covenants. The 
report was also presented to, and noted by, the Audit Committee on 11 May 2022.  The 
Board were pleased to note Horizon’s continued compliance with all aspects of the loan 
covenants. 

15.0 Loan Renewal (Verbal Update) 
 

Further to the approval provided by the Board in April, and subsequent confirmation of 
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arrangements at Audit Committee in May, the Board were advised that the fixed-rate loans 
that had been due for renewal had now been renewed following acceptance of the Link 
Group proposal, to move the loans to a variable rate and that the Group would underwrite 
them if the rate were to rise beyond an agreed level. 
 
In response to a query raised by the Board in April, Greg Schneider confirmed that there are 
no issues in Link Group underwriting the interest of the loans as a legitimate activity of the 
parent company in furtherance of its wider objectives.  There is no regulatory or legal 
impediment to the centralised treasury management approach being taken as the accounts 
are, ultimately, consolidated into the Group accounts. 
 
The Board noted the current position relating to Horizon’s loan portfolio. 

16.0 Annual Treasury Management Strategy 
 

Decision: The Board reviewed and approved the Treasury Management Annual Strategy 
Report which was recommended for approval by the Audit Sub-Committee. 
 
 

17.0 Annual Human Resources Report 
 

[Shelagh Halford, HR Business Partner, joined the meeting] 

The Board considered the Annual Human Resources Report for Horizon for the period 1st 
April 2021 – 31st March 2022. 

During consideration, clarification was provided on a small number of points, including: 

• The long-term absences reported were not work-related 

• No absences reported were solely work-related 

• Higher than expected figures for staff turnover, group-wide, have been skewed by the 

inclusion of short-term contract Kickstart placements within these stats.  For clarity, it 

was suggested that future reports present the Kickstart and similar contracts separate 

to the statistics for permanent contracts. 

• Difficulties in recruiting were discussed, and it was confirmed that Link were 

conducting a review of their pay and benefits package to establish whether this could 

be made more attractive.  The recruitment market, in general, is challenging, with 

candidates looking for more flexibility in work locations. 
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• The diversity profile of both staff and Board membership across the group were 

identified as needing improvement. It was confirmed that advertising strategies 

employed by Link and Horizon do aim to encourage applications from a diverse group, 

and the Link Equality & Diversity Group were reviewing the data and current 

recruitment processes to identify weaknesses and make recommendations for 

improved recruitment strategies. 

Board members confirmed they were satisfied with staff responses to questions asked on the 
report in advance of the meeting, a record of these was captured within Decision Time, and 
noted the information contained within the report. 

[Shelagh Halford left the meeting] 

18.0 Annual Complaints and Customer Feedback Report and 
Analysis 
 

This report advised the Board of feedback from tenants and other customers during 2021-22, 
the actions taken, and service improvements put in place. 

It was noted that there was dissatisfaction with reactive repairs, mainly caused by delays due 
to Covid. Assurance was provided that timescales on repairs were consistently moving closer 
to the 10-day target, and that the number of cases where work had been scheduled then 
cancelled on the day due to Covid isolation was reducing.  

Proactive steps have been taken to outsource to other contractors where possible, however, 
these opportunities are limited due to limited availability of contractors themselves.  It was 
report that C~Urb, who have a six day target for repairs, were also struggling to reach that 
target with current stats reflecting a closer to 14 day timeline.  

A weakness in consistency in communication with tenants had also been identified and steps 
are being taken to ensure that those staff members on the frontline have the training and 
information available to them to keep customers fully informed at all stages in the repair 
process, especially when the delivery of the repair is hindered by specific factors. 

The Board noted an overall positive report, and commended the actions being taken to learn 
from customer feedback. 
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19.0 Internal Audit Report - GDPR 
 

The Board noted the audit findings report from the February review and the proposed 
management responses/actions which were approved by the Audit Sub-Committee at its 
meeting in May 2022. 

20.0 Annual Information Governance Report 
 

This report gave an overview of information governance compliance during 2021/2022. 

Board members indicated their satisfaction with staff responses to a question asked in 
advance of the meeting, details of which were captured on Decision Time. 

It was noted that the Horizon website required review to ensure it meets the requirements of 
the publication scheme, as some documents were out of date. 

With the above requirement for update to the website in mind, the Board noted the 
information and assurances contained within the Annual Information Governance Report.  

21.0 Internal Audit Report - Health & Safety 
 

The Board noted the audit findings report from the February review and the proposed 
management responses/actions which were approved by the Audit Sub-Committee at its 
meeting in May 2022. 

22.0 Quarterly KPI Report Q4 
 

This report provided Quarter 4 performance information against key performance indicators 
(KPI) targets approved in the Business Plan for 2021-2022.  The Board noted with interest the 
common themes across the KPIs, complaints and the HR report, highlighting the impact of 
reduced staffing and availability of resources on the performance outcomes, recognising this 
was an issue for both Horizon and its contractors.  Assurance was provided that, with all 
departments returned to full staffing capacity, Horizon was relatively stable in terms of 
staffing and structure, which should be reflected in future performance reports.  

The Board noted the performance achieved in quarter 4, January – March 2022 and the areas 
identified for improvement. 
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23.0 Shared Ownership Purchase 
 

The Board noted the intended acquisition of a shared ownership property in Airdrie. The 
reason for the purchase was expanded upon in discussion.   

It was noted that delegated authority to approve the decision sat with the CEO, and that the 
authority to proceed with the purchase had been provided.  

The Board noted, and were supportive of, the decision to purchase the remaining 50% share 
of the property and to allocate the property for social rent. 

24.0 AGM Arrangements (verbal update) 
 

The 2022 Annual General Meeting would take place on Thursday 15 September, and 
arrangements would be taken forward for an in-person event. 
 

25.0 Link Sustainability Strategy (link to website) 
 

A link to the online copy of the Link Sustainability Strategy was provided for information. 
Graeme Bruce, Head of Sustainability at Link, has been invited to update the Board on 
progress at the August board meeting.  

26.0 Directors Estates Tours - arrangements (verbal update) 
 

Details for the Directors Estates Tour, planned for 22 June in Falkirk, were confirmed. Full 
details will be circulated by email on or before 15 June. 

27.0 Unconfirmed Minutes of the Audit Committee 
 

Apologies were provided for the delay in the production of the minutes of the Audit 
Committee meeting held on 11 May, these would be completed and circulated to Board 
members by Monday 21 June.  

28.0 Any Other Business 
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28.1 Resignation from the Board – Robert (Bob) Hartness 

On behalf of the Board and staff, Bob McDougall extended sincere thanks to Bob Hartness, 
who had served on Horizon’s Board for 13 years.  Having brought a wealth of financial and 
sector specific skills and experience, and a dedication to Horizons vision and values, to his 
role on the Board, Bob would be missed.  He leaves with the very best wishes of staff and 
Board members. 

 
Date of the next meeting: 10am, Wednesday 17 August 2022 
 

Approved as an accurate record 

Signed (Bob McDougall):  *Signature redacted* 
 

Date: 17 August 2022 

 


